Sam and Jen were sitting at the kitchen TABLE deciding on what to wear for Halloween.

Sam’s mom suggested that a homemade costume would work great. Since her mom used to be a hippie in the 60’s she offered Sam anything in her closet. Sam decided to be a PEACEFUL hippie. She put some beautiful FLOWERS in her hair, and DANCED around in her flowy costume.

Jen knew all year long that she was going to be Clifford the Big Red DOG. So she had been collecting red clothes all year and watching her DOG move from UPWARD DOG to DOWNWARD DOG.

The next day was Halloween and they met up with all their friends to go trick or treating. The first house they went to had lots of CANDLES lit in all the windows and the mother came out dressed as a WITCH (free time for witchiness!) They all collected their HAPPY BABY Ruth bars . . . yummy!

At the next house someone opened the door dressed as a LION and they grabbed as many Kit CATS as their hands could hold!

By the end of the night they had so much candy they went home and laid it all out on the big kitchen TABLE.

Sam found a half eaten HAPPY BABY Ruth and they remembered that their mom told them not to eat anything that was opened so they threw it out. A few minutes later, Sam’s mom came into the room and sat at the TABLE. She said, “Did you see my HAPPY BABY Ruth bar? I took a bite and left it right here!” Sam and Jen laughed and pointed to the trash can. “You told us not to eat any opened candy! Sorry!” Sam’s mom was happy that they had listened to her warning, even though she lost her candy bar!

They spent the rest of the night putting together a big bag of candy to give to the homeless shelter down the road. When they were done they were so tired... SG